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ABSTRACT

Digital artboards, which hold objects rather than pixels (e.g., Microsoft PowerPoint and Google Slides), remain largely inaccessible for blind and low-vision (BLV) users. Building on prior findings about the experiences of BLV users with digital artboards, we present a novel tool called A11yBoard, an interactive multimodal system that makes interpreting and authoring digital artboards accessible. A11yBoard combines a web-based drawing canvas paired with a mobile touch screen device such as a tablet. The mobile device displays the same canvas and enables risk-free spatial exploration of the artboard via touch and gesture. Speech recognition, non-speech audio, and keyboard-based commands are also used for input and output. Through a series of pilot studies and formal task-based user studies with BLV participants, we show that A11yBoard provides (1) intuitive spatial reasoning about two-dimensional objects, (2) multimodal access to objects’ properties and relationships, and (3) eyes-free creating and editing of objects to establish their desired properties and positions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Most popular design processes, such as design thinking [10], explicitly prioritize users across the phases of user research, ideation, and evaluation. When it comes to blind and low-vision (BLV) users, prior research has shown ways to include them in these three phases of the design process [1, 14, 59]. But when it comes to the creation phase of the design process, where content, products, or services are prototyped or developed, less has been done to include BLV users [42]. Indeed, some prior work has explored enabling BLV users to create digital content like sonifications [58], programming code [17], and web design [48], but there has not yet been a significant research making visual content authoring accessible, such as for making presentations, developing wireframes, laying out posters, or sketching storyboards. The result is that people with disabilities may be consumers of content, but they are not yet widely empowered to become creators of content.

One type of prevalent content creation tool in educational and professional settings is a tool for slide design, such as Microsoft PowerPoint, Google Slides, or Apple Keynote [60]. These tools usually consist of a digital canvas (sometimes known as a digital “artboard,” the term we use here) and contain objects like text boxes, shapes, arrows, images, tables, and so on. (By contrast, digital “paint canvases” accept pixels, like in Adobe Photoshop or Microsoft Paint.) For BLV users, given the highly visual nature of artboards, interpreting existing artboards and generating new ones remain largely inaccessible. Although prior research has investigated how to support accessible drawing [8, 23, 33, 40], working with artboard content still poses numerous accessibility issues for BLV users [60]. And as the prevalence of digital artboards in professional and educational settings is high, making them accessible is of utmost importance.

A11yBoard seeks to remedy the problems encountered by BLV users of digital artboards. Prior work [60] has investigated these accessibility challenges thoroughly—major issues include high cognitive load; difficulty determining object relationships, positions, and properties; and the uncertainty about the success (or failure) of operations and commands, such as changing an object’s color or its position relative to another object. It is extremely difficult for anyone to build and maintain an accurate mental model of an artboard and all its contents, and to understand complex object relationships like object overlap (“Z-order”), objects’ relative positions, orientations, sizes, and so on. A fundamental challenge is that conventional screen readers were developed primarily to handle text, which is a linear one-dimensional (1-D) information stream. But a digital artboard is inherently a two-dimensional (2-D) space containing potentially many 2-D objects, making it ill-suited to today’s screen readers. For example, Microsoft Windows’s built-in screen reader, Windows Narrator, when faced with a Microsoft PowerPoint slide, reads out all artboard objects based only on their Z-order, regardless of where those objects are located or whether they are visually overlapping. Presumably, the reason for this choice was that the Z-ordering of objects is a well-defined 1-D information stream, even if it is mostly useless in a 2-D information space. This example is just one of the many challenges modern screen readers face when encountering 2-D spaces like digital artboards.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we present A11yBoard, an interactive multimodal multi-device system that provides for accessible interpreting and authoring of digital artboards for BLV users (see Figure 1). A11yBoard combines a web-based application,
usually shown on a desktop or laptop computer, with a mobile touch screen device like a smartphone or tablet. The web application supports common artboard authoring features like creating and editing text boxes, images, and shapes, and the artboard is mirrored from the user’s desktop onto their touch screen, enabling risk-free spatial exploration of the artboard via touch and gesture [34, 35, 38]. Furthermore, audio tones and custom screen reader outputs are played in response to a user’s touches and gestures. In addition, speech recognition and voice assistant interactions are also used for accessing objects’ information and editing object properties. Finally, the desktop keyboard is used with a custom search-driven command line to access various commands and properties when these properties are not easily manipulable using touch, gesture, and voice. And intentionally, the mouse plays no role in A11yBoard.

The result is a holistic multi-device multimodal user experience that enables BLV users to consume and create digital artboards.

To evaluate A11yBoard, we conducted iterative preliminary study sessions as well as a formal user study. In our multiple preliminary study sessions with three blind participants, we received positive feedback on the usefulness and naturalness of A11yBoard’s multimodal interactions. We also received constructive criticisms that drove our iterations of A11yBoard’s design, as described in Section 5. Subsequently, we conducted a formal user study with seven blind participants and one low-vision participant (see Table 1), most of whom had some prior experience in accessing or authoring artboards (in this case, slide presentations). Using a structured series of usability tasks from prior work [60], we showed that participants completed artboard interpreting and authoring far better than has been reported without A11yBoard. Post-study interviews indicated that A11yBoard provides: (1) intuitive spatial reasoning about two-dimensional objects; (2) multimodal access to objects’ properties and relationships; and (3) eyes-free creating and editing of objects to establish their desired properties and positions. These features combine into an accessible and effective interaction for both interpreting and authoring digital 2-D artboards.

Multiple participants reported that A11yBoard should be further incorporated into existing tools like Microsoft PowerPoint or Google Slides. Participants also conveyed how A11yBoard’s interactions could be applied beyond artboards. For example, the ideas embodied in A11yBoard have the potential to generalize to other 2-D spaces like web pages or mobile user interfaces by making such spaces “touchable” and “speakable” via multimodal multi-device interactions.

2 RELATED WORK

Prior work related to A11yBoard resides mainly in two categories, which we review below. The first is using multiple modalities to enable non-visual interactions for BLV users. The second is research into making creativity tools more accessible to BLV users.

2.1 Multimodal Interactions for Blind or Low-Vision Users

Different input and output modalities have been introduced to enable non-visual interactions for BLV users. Here, we organize non-visual interactions for BLV users specifically into three categories: audio, tactile, and multimodal interactions. Unsurprisingly, the realm of non-visual interactions consists of extensive work such that a complete review is prohibited. Therefore, we focus on prior research concerned with 2-D spaces, like screens, maps, diagrams, images, documents, and so on.

First, audio interactions, including speech recognition, text-to-speech, and implicit audio, have been widely adopted in assistive technologies for BLV users. Voice assistants (e.g., Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa) and screen readers (e.g., VoiceOver [2], NVDA [52], JAWS [30]) have enabled BLV users to access visual elements via speech output. Besides these commercially available tools, prior research has also investigated other auditory techniques to make virtual 2-D spaces more accessible, like user interface design [29], graphs [9, 12, 13, 62, 63], maps [15, 16, 64] and documents [46]. Kane et al. [34] created Slide Rule, the first finger-driven touch-based screen reader, which introduced what later became known as the split-tap gesture [45]. Kane et al. [35] employed similar techniques for large tabletop displays in Access Overlays. Meanwhile, EdgeSonic [74] proposed automatic sonification of graphical information from apps and images using a “distance-to-edge” map to guide users towards detected edges. Similarly, RegionSpeak [75] also provided spatial descriptions of complex image regions. Blenkorn et al. [7] and Kennel et al. [39] also created diagram readers to make schematic diagrams accessible to BLV users. Lee
et al. [47] developed ImageExplorer, which employed audio feedback to let BLV users explore the spatial layout and information hierarchies of images.

Second, tactile and haptic interfaces have also been investigated to support non-visual interactions. Unlike traditional keyboard and mouse interactions, tactile and haptic interactions allow for more intuitive representations of graphical and operational information [3, 4, 24, 36, 44, 49, 50, 53, 73]. Prior research has also studied various forms of tactile and haptic feedback for BLV users to interact with maps [65, 66] and graphs [40, 69]. The Tactile Graphics project [31, 43] sought to make textbooks more accessible through creating embossed scientific plots. However, these customized solutions often require specialized hardware and cannot be easily used at scale. In contrast, Ducasse et al. [16] introduced hybrid physical and digital interactive maps used to make geographical data accessible to BLV users. They also mentioned advantages of digital tablets [11], which do not require additional (and potentially expensive) devices to make visual elements tactile. A11yBoard also adopted a similar motivation in using only off-the-shelf computers and custom software, avoiding custom or arcane hardware so as to be easily deployable.

Third, audio and tactile interactions are often employed together in multimodal designs to create more accessible experiences for BLV users [56, 68, 69]. For example, McSig [56] combined haptic and audio output to support visually-impaired students to learn character shapes and handwriting by copying teacher’s pen input. Wall and Brewster [69] developed a system that uses audio feedback and haptics to support a point-and-click type interaction for BLV users. Other combinations of modalities also have been used as assistive technologies for everyday tasks, such as using touch, audio, gesture, and vibrations [19, 32]. Similarly, A11yBoard also uses multimodal interactions to support accessing 2-D digital artboards, an approach not yet investigated.

2.2 Accessible Creativity Tools

As noted in our introduction, most modern design processes prioritize users in research, ideation, and evaluation [10, 22, 51]. However, there has not yet been a significant push to include users in the creation phase of the design process [42]. Rightly so, much focus has been on making content consumable by people with disabilities [47, 54, 55, 63, 70]. But people with disabilities deserve more than just to be consumers of design outputs; they deserve to be creators of such outputs as well. But the lack of accessible creativity tools is a glaring reminder of the need to empower people with disabilities in the prototyping and development phases of the design process.

Indeed, there has been much prior work that aims to enable BLV users to consume accessible 2-D media, and without doubt this work is vital. For example, VoxLens [63] enables BLV users to obtain holistic summaries of online data visualizations, play sonified versions of that data, and interact with visualizations in a “drilled-down” manner using voice-activated commands. Wang et al. [70] used machine learning models in SciA11y, which extracts the content of scientific Adobe PDF documents and renders this content as accessible HTML, with added navigational features to support screen readers. Other research has also made images [47], presentation slides [55], and even videos [54] more accessible to BLV users. Certainly, making content consumable is a crucial step towards making artboards accessible, but it requires a much further step to make the authoring of artboards accessible as well.

Prior research has also investigated how assistive technologies can support digital drawing. As an early effort, TDdraw [41] used a heat pen, swell paper, and continuous tactile feedback to support blind users. Verbal information via speech input was also used to augment the drawings, which were then automatically rendered digitally after being performed on paper. However, TDdraw focused on pixel-based drawing rather than object- or vector-based drawing. As for drawing objects or vectors, AudioDraw [23] integrated touch screen input and text-to-speech feedback to allow users to select and place pre-made shapes. Kamel and Landay [33] introduced a novel input method for BLV users to draw lines, polygons, and circles via keyboard commands using a 3 × 3 grid. EyeDraw [28] relied upon eye-tracking to enable drawing by people with motor impairments. Inspired by EyeDraw, VoiceDraw [25] built atop the Vocal Joystick [6] to enable fluid, continuous paintbrush control through the continuous articulation of vowel sounds. Beyond drawing, Potluri et al. [57] designed a multimodal system for BLV users to modify user interface designs and code using a touch screen.

The above work points toward a burgeoning need to make creativity tools accessible by designing new interaction techniques and incorporating them into functional systems. A11yBoard does just this, providing a holistic system for addressing both artboard interpretation and artboard generation. It combines multiple devices as well as multiple modalities, both input and output, to map the right kinds of actions to the right kinds of inputs. We now turn towards a more in-depth discussion of A11yBoard, its objectives, and its capabilities.

3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Drawing on prior work [60], we formulated six design considerations that guided our design of A11yBoard. The first three considerations are directly from prior work’s [60] main findings; the second three were formulated through initial discussions with our participants, and from participants’ comments in prior work.

1. Reduce cognitive load: For 2-D artboards full of 2-D content, using a screen reader with a 1-D reading order is ineffective and arbitrary, and results in users having to construct a mental map of object relationships, overwhelming users’ working memory. Although it is true that text boxes themselves contain 1-D content, text boxes are also 2-D objects that can reside along with other 2-D objects anywhere on the artboard. A11yBoard must reduce the cognitive load involved in interpreting an artboard by making it easier (or unnecessary) for users to remember canvas objects and their states, properties, and relationships to other objects.

2. Remove uncertainty of operation success: Sighted users typically receive visual confirmation of operation success (or failure). For example, they see an object moved, resized, rotated, or changed in color. A11yBoard must provide its users with similarly quick confirmation of operations. A corollary is to also receive quick confirmation of unwanted operations, and be able to undo them with ease. Ideally, A11yBoard must minimize such unwanted occurrences through “risk-free exploration,” as BLV users have expressed concerns over “messing things up” when exploring artboards.
3. **Provide ways to learn object relationships**: Organizing objects is an essential step in artboard authoring. For example, several text boxes, images, or shapes are often grouped together to be moved or resized simultaneously. Users often find it challenging to understand relative positions and overlapping of objects. A11yBoard must give users ways to learn relationships among objects so that they can organize them accordingly.

4. **Provide for spatial reasoning**: A 2-D artboard is inherently spatial and non-linear. Therefore, A11yBoard users must be able to navigate this space in two dimensions and reason about its contents spatially, not be forced into linear information streams based on conventional 1-D text-based screen readers.

5. **Reveal object overlap, including occlusion**: As part of supporting spatial reasoning, A11yBoard must make it possible for users to understand when objects overlap, particularly with total occlusion. As with our example of *Windows Narrator* in the introduction, screen readers might simply read out the Z-order of all objects on an artboard, but this does not reveal whether those objects actually overlap or occlude.

6. **Don’t ignore the visual channel**: Research shows that blind users often collaborate with sighted or low-vision users [5, 37, 60] and therefore might work together using A11yBoard. Furthermore, by including visual feedback, our system can be learned by sighted users who can teach others. Low-vision users might also benefit from visual feedback together with other feedback modalities.

4 **THE A11YBOARD SYSTEM**

We present the design and implementation of A11yBoard, a multimodal multi-device system comprising a web-based artboard, usually shown on a desktop or laptop computer, coupled with a touch screen device that mirrors the artboard and enables exploration via touch and gesture. We created A11yBoard using an iterative and participatory user-centered design process, building on findings and principles from prior work [60]. Specifically, we aimed to satisfy the six design considerations in Section 3 so as to address known barriers to access. In this section, we describe our resulting A11yBoard system. In the sections that follow, we empirically evaluate A11yBoard with blind and low-vision (BLV) users.

4.1 **System Overview**

The core components of A11yBoard are a web-based artboard interface, usually shown on a desktop or laptop computer having a physical keyboard, and a connected touch screen device like a smartphone or tablet. A11yBoard’s web-based artboard is built upon an open-sourced drawing tool named *DrawerJS* [61], which we heavily modified to create the “desktop side” of A11yBoard. *DrawerJS* is a JavaScript WYSIWYG HTML canvas drawing tool consisting of customary object-based drawing functions including inserting shapes, lines, text boxes, and images. Objects have properties like position, size, orientation, and color, which can be inspected and modified. Drawing functions are similar to existing artboard tools like Microsoft PowerPoint or Google Slides. Although we considered creating A11yBoard initially as an extension to Microsoft PowerPoint or Google Slides, we were uncertain whether our design decisions would ultimately require us to have more control over these environments than application extensions typically allow; by contrast, with DrawerJS, we had full control via its entire source code.

A11yBoard employs a variety of multimodal inputs and outputs across three pieces of connected hardware: a desktop display, a touch screen device, and a desktop keyboard—note that the mouse is intentionally avoided, as it introduces numerous accessibility problems [18, 67]. The desktop display shows the artboard. The touch screen device mirrors that artboard and allows for risk-free finger-driven spatial exploration of the artboard’s contents. It also provides audio output, for example, when the finger crosses into and out of objects, and speech input, for example, when asking for the nearest object to a location. The desktop keyboard can be used with what we call the “Universal Command Line,” where the user can simply type a few characters related to their need and a search procedure will provide an enumerated N-best list of most likely commands and property values (e.g., “mag” results in the option to set an object to the color “magenta”). Whereas the touch screen allows users to spatially explore an artboard’s contents through continuous touch (i.e., finger movement), the keyboard allows for execution of discrete commands, such as creating new objects (e.g., “rec” for creating a new “rectangle”) or changing properties (e.g., “fro” for bringing an object to the “front” of the Z-order). We elaborate on A11yBoard’s important features below.

We did not employ any commercial screen-reading software in conjunction with A11yBoard, but instead relied only upon our own speech input and audio output. A11yBoard also used Google Cloud Speech Synthesis for text-to-speech output messages [21]. For speech input, the recognition engine used by A11yBoard was provided by Google Cloud speech-to-text services [20] (see Section 4.2.2). A11yBoard was developed with a unique set of custom interactions precisely because we did not want to limit A11yBoard to what screen readers already can do. For example, Apple’s VoiceOver consumes touch and gesture inputs for its own purposes and would not be reusable in A11yBoard. We discuss prospects for integrating A11yBoard with existing screen reader software in Section 8.

4.2 **Supported Interactions**

In this subsection, we discuss each major feature and its corresponding interaction design in detail, organized by different modalities, including touch, gesture, audio, speech, keyboard, and search.

4.2.1 **Interpreting Arboards via Touch and Gesture**. A core part of A11yBoard is a mobile app running on a touch screen device that enables risk-free exploration of an artboard’s contents, the same contents that appear on the desktop side of A11yBoard. Our touch screen app, developed in Swift, mirrors the desktop’s canvas, and supports finger-driven screen reading similar to what was pioneered by Slide Rule [34]. By mirroring the web-based artboard onto a touch screen device, A11yBoard’s canvas can be explored spatially and safely through touch in an absolute-mapped 2-D fashion. Using finger-driven screen reading gives the user direct control over their spatial exploration; it also reveals objects’ relative positions and sizes. Below, we discuss A11yBoard’s supported touch and gesture interactions (Figure 2). Collectively, these interactions reduce cognitive load by lessening demands on users’ memory and enabling...
rapid, risk-free exploration of artboard objects in 2-D space (see considerations 1 and 4 in Section 3).  

**Single-finger exploration of artboard contents:** A11yBoard supports a single finger “reading” the artboard’s contents. As feedback, A11yBoard plays two different audio tones: When a user’s finger crosses into an object, A11yBoard plays a “step-up” sound; similarly, when a user’s finger crosses out of an object, A11yBoard plays a “step-down” sound. (The specific notes for the step-up sound are F-B, and the reverse for the step-down sound.) For more complex scenarios where objects overlap each other, A11yBoard plays these tones in quick succession. For example, A11yBoard will play two consecutive “step-up” tones when the “reading finger” moves into a text box on top of a rectangle. Similarly, when the finger moves out of this text box but is still inside the rectangle, A11yBoard will first play a “step-down” tone, and then play a “step-up” tone, indicating that the finger left the text box, but still resides in another object. This is to rapidly give users more context of objects under their reading finger when they move into and out of objects’ boundaries.

A11yBoard also responds to various finger-movement speeds differently. If the finger moves slowly enough so as to remain within an object for a moment, A11yBoard reports the basic information about the object right after audio sounds, including the object’s color and type (e.g., “green text”). By contrast, if the finger moves quickly through objects, this feedback is cut short, and A11yBoard only plays the audio to indicate stepping into and out of objects. Relatedly, if an object’s information is being announced but the finger lifts from the screen, the speech output is abruptly cut, giving users full control through their “reading finger.” In general, A11yBoard provides audio or speech confirmation for all interactions to reduce uncertainty (see consideration 2 in Section 3).

**Split-tap for more object information:** While exploring the artboard canvas using a “reading finger,” users might want to access detailed information about objects, like positions, sizes, or other properties. Users might also want to select objects for further interactions, like moving or resizing. To this end, A11yBoard supports split-tap (i.e., a “second-finger tap” issued anywhere on the screen while the first finger—the reading finger—remains on the intended target [34]). When an object is split-tapped, it is selected and its size and position, in canvas-relative percentages, are announced. For example, “50% of canvas width” indicates that an object is half the width of the canvas. Similarly, “25% from canvas left” indicates that an object’s left edge is placed a quarter of the way in from the canvas’ left edge. (We found from our preliminary testing that by using canvas percentages for sizes and positions, users gained a quicker and more intuitive understanding of object arrangements than by using exact pixel dimensions.)

Split-tap object selection is required before any further interactions with that object (e.g., to move or resize it, change its color, etc.). We implemented this design to enable risk-free exploration of canvas objects, since their states cannot be modified unless a split-tap selection is performed followed by a command, as described below. To support potential collaboration with sighted or low-vision users, A11yBoard also visually highlights selected objects when they are split-tapped (see consideration 6 in Section 3).

Finally, a split-tap can also be performed on an empty canvas position where there is no object, which results in a “numb” audio sound being played. Such a split-tap enables certain actions, e.g., creating a new object at that position.

**Single-finger dwell to initiate speech recognition:** Once an object is selected, A11yBoard supports further interactions including a variety of speech commands, which are actively listened for when a finger dwells anywhere on the screen. Dwelling is an “active mode” like holding down the Shift key on a keyboard or holding a button on a walkie-talkie. A11yBoard’s speech recognition remains actively listening for as long as the user’s finger dwells on the screen. A variety of speech commands are available (see Section 4.2.2, below).

**Two-finger flick to discover nearby objects:** To address consideration 3 of learning relationships among objects, we designed A11yBoard to support a two-finger flick gesture that reads out information about the closest object in the general flicking direction. By using flicks, a user can explore “radially” around an object to understand nearby objects in various directions. An example spoken report is: “Nearest object at 90 degrees, a black text at 50% from canvas left and 25% from canvas top, with size of 20% of canvas width and 30% of canvas height.”

**Double-tap to traverse objects’ Z-order:** Objects on the canvas are ordered along the Z-axis (i.e., their Z-order), which determines how objects would overlap each other if positioned in the same space. However, understanding object overlap and occlusion is a significant challenge for BLV users [60]. Therefore, A11yBoard supports using a double-tap gesture to traverse stepwise through objects by their Z-order, from top to bottom. (Recall that “step-in” and “step-out” sounds will have already informed users when they are inside multiple objects, indicating when objects are overlapping.) For example, if a text box is overlapping a rectangle, one double-tap would announce the text box, and a second double-tap would announce the rectangle. If a user double-taps again, A11yBoard cycles back to the top, announcing that it did so. By using Z-order traversals and “step-up”/“step-down” tones, A11yBoard reveals objects’ overlap and occlusion (see consideration 5 in Section 3).

### 4.2.2 Speech-Based Interactions

As described above, after an object has been selected via split-tap (see Figure 2b), when a user dwells with a finger on the screen, A11yBoard supports speech-based interactions to gain more information about it (see Figure 2c), including a variety of commands to access information and manipulate objects. A11yBoard announces “mic on”/“mic off” when the user’s finger dwells or lifts to start or stop “listening,” respectively. Below, we describe all speech commands in detail.

- **“Position”:** This command reports an object’s position, represented as percentage distances from the canvas’ top, left, bottom, and right edges to the object’s nearest edge. An example report is: “30% from canvas left, 40% from canvas top, 10% from canvas right, 20% from canvas bottom.” Individual commands like “left,” “top,” “right,” or “bottom” are also supported for single values.

- **“Size”:** This command reports an object’s size, similar to position, using a relative percentage of the canvas width and height. An example report is: “20% of canvas width, 10% of canvas height.” Similarly, “width”, “height” are also supported individually.
• “Color”: This command reports an object’s color name, such as “red” or “green” or “sky blue” or “goldenrod.” A11yBoard uses a public Python package called webcolors to map an object’s RGB (red, green, blue) values to its closest color name.

• “Text”: This command reads the text contents of any selected text box using text-to-speech.

• “Closest” and “Farthest”: These commands report the closest or farthest object, and its direction, from the selected object or current finger position. An example output is: “The closest object is a red circle to the south-southwest.” A11yBoard uses the closest named directions to report an object’s approximate direction. Furthermore, a number can be added after the commands to learn about a number of objects instead of only one. For example, “closest two” requests information about two objects that are closest to the finger’s position, reported in increasing distance. For simplicity, distances are calculated using the Euclidean distance from the finger to an object’s centroid. Together with two-finger flick to discover nearby objects, A11yBoard provides ways to learn about object relationships (see consideration 3 in Section 3).

• “Exact”: For all the speech commands above except “text,” the additional keyword “exact” can be appended to retrieve more precise information. For the “position” and “size” commands, adding “exact” changes the relative percentage numbers to exact pixel numbers. For the “color” command, RGB values will be reported instead of color names. For the “closest” and “farthest” commands, a specific integer degree (from 0–359 degrees counterclockwise from straight-right) is reported instead of named compass directions. Providing exact pixel, RGB, and degree information allows users to retrieve information when requested for fine-tuning objects and their relationships.

Besides using the above speech commands to retrieve detailed information about objects, A11yBoard’s speech commands can also be used to create or edit objects. (We refer to the former as “interpreting” an artboard whereas the latter is “authoring” an artboard.) When combined with touch and gesture interactions, A11yBoard supports creating, moving, and resizing objects as follows:

• “Create”: This command enables creation of different types of default objects under the finger where it dwells. The created object will be selected by default for further interactions. A11yBoard provides feedback via speech output to confirm the operation (e.g., “a rectangle has been created”).

• “Move”: After an object has been created or selected, this command enables the object to be moved. The moving process occurs in two phases. First, the “move” command is used to initialize the moving, and A11yBoard announces as much for confirmation (e.g., “a text box will be moved”). Second, users can continue exploring the artboard using the full set of touch, gesture, and speech interactions until they find a suitable movement destination. Once the user has found the desired location, they can say either “here” or “align to complete the moving operation; “here” and “align” are described below. In contrast to traditional drag-and-drop, A11yBoard employs this two-phase object-movement design so that users can freely discover their moving destination without having to both find their object and also find their destination before issuing the command. Allowing users to defer the destination decision reduces cognitive load when moving objects.

• “Resize”: Similarly, this command is used to initialize object resizing, which must be accompanied by a corner or edge name from which to carry out the resizing (e.g., “top-left” or “right”). Like with “move,” resizing is separated into two phases, where users can freely explore the artboard after

![Figure 2: Five touch- and gesture-based interactions, including: (a) single-finger exploration to spatially “read” artboard objects, (b) split-tap to select an object and receive more information, (c) single-finger dwell to initiate speech recognition, (d) two-finger flick to reveal nearby objects in a given direction, and (e) double-tap to traverse stepwise in the Z-order of overlapping objects.](image-url)
initializing "resize" until they find a suitable place to resize the object to, or until they find another object to align with.

- "Here": After users initiate moving or resizing processes, they can use "here" to move or resize the object to their current finger position. In the case of "move," an object will have its center located at the finger position when "here" is said. In the case of "resize," an object will have its designated corner or edge located at the finger position. A11yBoard also uses speech output to confirm the operation (e.g., "a text box has been moved to 35% from the canvas top and 25% from the canvas left").

- "Align": Similar to "here," this command accompanies object moving and resizing. A11yBoard supports aligning the current object to another object's edges. For example, when a user tries to align a paragraph text box's left edge to the title text box's left edge, they first select the paragraph text box and use the speech command "move." Next, they use their reading finger to find the title box, split-tap to select it, and use the speech command "align left to left." Speech output then confirms the operation (e.g., "a text box's left edge has been aligned to a text box's left edge").

- "Cancel": This command cancels a moving or resizing process underway, with speech output as feedback (e.g., "moving canceled").

4.2.3 Universal Command Line. Although interactions through touch, gesture, and speech commands are powerful for interacting with 2-D objects, they are still limited for functions like changing discrete values of color, font family, and font size. Simple touches and gestures offer relatively limited inputs and having too many speech commands risks overloading the user. Therefore, to support additional commands, especially discrete operations, we created a "Universal Command Line," a search-driven desktop keyboard interface (see Figure 3) equipped with speech output into which users can type commands like "color" or "font," and then select from search results appearing in a drop-down menu made accessible by speech output. Users need not remember keywords for this command line, they need only to type a few characters related to their command. For example, a user might type, "Time" wishing to change a text box's font to "Times New Roman." Additional commands like "copy," "paste," "delete," "bring to front," and "send to back" are also supported for users to further edit objects. Finally, a vital keyboard capability in A11yBoard is that it also supports multiple undo and redo with the Ctrl+Z and Ctrl+Y key combinations.

5 PRELIMINARY STUDY SESSIONS

Prior to conducting a formal task-based usability evaluation, we conducted a series of informal iterative and participatory preliminary study sessions with three blind participants to elicit ideas and understand how A11yBoard's developing combination of input/output modalities might work for them. These preliminary sessions provided important formative feedback in the development of A11yBoard.

5.1 Method

We recruited three participants via local email lists and word-of-mouth. One participant was a man and two participants were women. Two participants were aged 25-34, and one participant was aged 55-64. The participants all had experience using digital artboard tools like Microsoft PowerPoint or Google Slides to make or use presentation slides. All reported considerable difficulty and frustration using such tools with conventional screen readers, affirming the need for a solution like A11yBoard.

In our informal sessions, we discussed A11yBoard's features as they existed at the time. We asked participants to try those features and provide feedback. We also asked participants to suggest modifications to existing features or even new features entirely. We encouraged participants to be imaginative, freeing them from system constraints or implementation challenges.

We also asked participants to use A11yBoard to interpret an existing artboard and to edit objects within it. Along the way, we progressively introduced A11yBoard's features and asked participants to try them to interpret or edit artboard objects. Participants conversed with us freely, and were encouraged to be critical of interactions they did not like. Each session lasted about 60-90 minutes and provided substantial input to our design iterations.

5.2 Results and Design Iterations

In general, participants were enthusiastic about A11yBoard, all enjoying using it to access the given artboard and using the interaction techniques to edit it. For example, all three participants were able to tell accurately what the artboard was generally about (e.g., a slide with a title in the top-left corner, a rectangle below that title, and a few other shapes on the right side). One participant particularly appreciated the separate two-phase design for moving and resizing objects, which allowed her to explore the destination first before "rushing into any decisions." (As it happens, it also matches how Apple iOS' VoiceOver enables moving application icons on its home screen, something a participant pointed out to us.) Participants also seemed to embrace A11yBoard's multimodal interactions, felt that these modalities were natural and intuitive, and also gave useful suggestions for their improvement:

1. Provide an artboard overview: In our initial design, we only provided risk-free finger-reading to spatially explore artboard contents. However, all participants felt like they needed an "overview" command to receive summarized information of the entire artboard. To this end, we added an "overview" speech command in A11yBoard to summarize an artboard's contents. For this command, we sort all objects from the canvas' top-left corner to its bottom-right corner based on objects' centroids' distances from this diagonal, then read them out one by one using their color and type (e.g., "red rectangle"). The result is a rough top-left to bottom-right reading of objects on the canvas.

2. Tolerate accidental "gestures": A recurring issue with our preliminary study participants was that when they tried to touch the screen to perform gestures, the actual and expected distances between their finger tips and the screen were mismatched. This would result, for example, in small finger movements when performing single-finger dwelling on the screen to initiate speech recognition. A11yBoard initially recognized this movement as an attempt to move the finger and read other objects, and any current object selection would be lost. To solve this usability issue, we improved the tolerance of A11yBoard's gesture recognizer. If the
finger dwells on the screen within a small range, we consider that users are trying to initiate speech recognition (i.e., "mic on"). We also improved the system by tolerating off-screen gestures when the finger accidentally swipes off (and perhaps back onto) the touch screen.

3. **Support increasing object familiarity:** When accessing an existing artboard, users' familiarity with the artboard should increase over time. One participant mentioned that after accessing the same set of objects for a while, they became familiar with those objects, and no longer wanted to hear the same detailed spoken reports every time they moved across the object. To support this, we abruptly cut any spoken object report when the reading finger moves out of the object or lifts from the screen. To make this even clearer, we added a short audio tone after cutting off spoken reports to indicate that the audio was intentionally cut.

4. **Provide for inputting exact positions and sizes:** One participant mentioned that although interpreting and editing objects’ positions and sizes on the touch screen device were intuitive and natural, they still wanted a way to accurately input an object’s size or position. For example, if a user wants to resize a rectangle precisely to a size of 102 x 101 pixels, it is difficult to accomplish this task using only a touch screen. Therefore, we added two keyboard commands to the Universal Command Line: "move to" and "resize to" for directly inputting an object’s position and size in pixels.

5. **Include a "help" command:** One participant felt they needed a "help" command when first learning A11yBoard. Therefore, we added a "help" speech command prefix to explain any of the other speech commands. For example, "help move" would be followed by an explanation of how to move an object: "Select an object and say ‘move,’ then return to normal exploration until you find your destination, and say ‘here’ or ‘align’ an edge to an edge."

Our preliminary session results indicated the usefulness of combining touch, gesture, speech, audio, and keyboard search for improving digital artboard accessibility. After iterating on A11yBoard through these preliminary study sessions, we conducted a formal task-based usability evaluation of A11yBoard, described below.

### 6 USER STUDY METHOD

The goal of our formal user study of A11yBoard was to evaluate our system’s most up-to-date version, replete with improvements from our preliminary study sessions, with a larger set of blind and low-vision (BLV) participants. We wanted to understand whether and how A11yBoard makes 2-D digital artboards accessible for both interpreting and editing tasks. To this end, we adopted a task-based usability study methodology [51]. We incorporated tasks from prior work that examined artboard accessibility with conventional screen readers [60], giving us a baseline for comparison. We adjusted some tasks as necessary to fit our specific study needs.

#### 6.1 Participants

We recruited eight blind participants (Table 1) from the National Federation of the Blind (NFB)'s research program. The NFB spread the study invitation via a local email list. We also recruited some participants via snowball sampling. Four participants self-identified as men and four as women. Seven participants were blind and one participant had low-vision. Participants ranged in age from 18 – 64, with most between 25 – 44. Seven participants had previous
experience using digital artboard tools like Microsoft PowerPoint, Google Slides, or Apple Keynote to either read or (try to) create presentations, often with great difficulty. One participant (P8) had not used any such tools before, but expressed an interest in using digital artboards if they could be made accessible. Two participants (P1, P2) had participated in our preliminary study sessions. Participants were compensated $30–45 for the study session, which lasted about 60 – 90 minutes.

6.2 Apparatus
The tested apparatus for the study was the A11yBoard system described in Section 4 and iterated through preliminary study sessions described in Section 5. We built a server written in Python Flask to handle HTTP communications between the drawing tool, which appeared on a Macbook Pro laptop, and the touch screen application, which appeared on an Apple iPad Mini. The Macbook Pro showed the A11yBoard canvas in the Chrome web browser, maximized to full screen. The Macbook Pro had a 16” screen with 3072×1920 resolution. The iPad Mini had an 8.3” screen with 2266×1488 resolution. The iPad was used in landscape orientation.

Although most participants used Microsoft Windows, in our study, participants were not required to perform any general usage of the Macbook Pro laptop or iPad Mini device. Rather, they were confined only to using A11yBoard on both devices, and the only aspect of the Macbook Pro they used was the hardware keyboard with our Universal Command Line (see Section 4.2.3).

6.3 Procedure
The study was conducted in-person, individually with each of our eight participants, following all COVID-19 safety protocols. We brought the laptop and touch screen device to the location each participant preferred. Prior to the study session, each participant answered a few demographics questions via an online form and gave their consent in writing.

Each study session consisted of two halves, one focused on “interpretive tasks” and the other focused on “generative tasks” [60]. The former are tasks involved in understanding pre-existing artboards whereas the latter are tasks involved in creating and modifying artboard contents. In each session, we gave participants a tutorial on A11yBoard’s features lasting about 10-15 minutes, followed by a series of tasks where we recorded participants’ completion successes (or failures), breakdowns, workarounds, and any relevant think-aloud data that emerged. We did not record task times because times could be substantially affected by participants’ think-aloud behaviors, but all tasks, if considered successful, were completed in a reasonable amount of time.

6.3.1 Interpretive Tasks. For the half-session involving interpretive tasks, we asked participants to complete the following tasks on an artboard prepared in advance (see Figure 4). These tasks were adapted from prior work [60], including eight questions about describing the artboard in general; finding out about an object in a certain place; investigating its color, size, and position; finding out about a nearby object and its attributes; finding out about an object in a certain direction; finding out about an object stack; and finding out about objects occluded underneath.

6.3.2 Generative Tasks. Similarly, for the half-session involving generative tasks, we made a blank artboard for creating and editing objects, and asked participants to complete a new set of tasks, including seven questions about creating a text box; typing text inside; creating another rectangle; moving and aligning it with another object; resizing the rectangle; duplicating and removing an object; and moving an object in Z-order (bring to top).

Participants consistently gave feedback during their performance of both interpretive and generative tasks, and we solicited further feedback at the end of each study session. We also reviewed all features used by a participant in their session and asked them how they felt about that feature, and how they might want to improve it, if at all. We also assessed participants’ perceived workload using the NASA Task Load Index questionnaire (NASA-TLX) [27]. Finally, we asked participants whether, if it were possible, they would allow A11yBoard to be integrated into their existing tools, doing our best to prompt participants to consider actual adoption into their lives.

6.4 Analysis
To analyze the data and observational results from our usability testing, we followed the standard procedures of described by Nielsen [51]. We employed think-aloud protocol, assigned tasks and observed task completions, breakdowns, and workarounds. We also observed how participants reacted to A11yBoard’s features. There was no need for formal coding of qualitative data because task measurements were objective counts and measures [51].

7 STUDY RESULTS
We organize our findings from our formal usability tests and post-test interviews in four parts: (1) overall impressions and performance, (2) interpretive task outcomes, (3) generative task outcomes, and (4) perceived workload.
Table 1: A11yBoard formal study participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Vision</th>
<th>Mobile Device</th>
<th>Computer Device</th>
<th>Has Artboard Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>Windows &amp; Mac</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>Windows &amp; Mac</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>Mac</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Low-Vision</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>No but has interest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1 Overall Impressions and Performance with A11yBoard

All eight participants said that they had read presentation slides in their academic or professional lives. Textual content, such as slide titles and bullet points, were considered reasonably easy to access via a conventional screen reader, but slides with objects, images, arrows, diagrams, and so on were much less accessible. All participants had experienced barriers when using digital artboard drawing tools like Microsoft PowerPoint or Google Slides. In general, participants all reported that the contents inside a 2-D canvas are often too overwhelming to interpret, let alone manipulate.

All eight participants also expressed that A11yBoard’s combination of devices and multimodal interaction techniques were easily learned and used. Especially popular was the use of a touch screen device to explore the canvas via touch and gesture. Participants reported that this gave them a good spatial understanding of objects and their sizes and positions, which is not something BLV participants experience when using existing drawing tools and screen readers. During her interview, P1 said, “I really really like it, because, you know, using your fingers, I am a really tactile person, and it just makes a lot of sense to me. All these good spatial senses, they help a lot.” P5 also mentioned, “it was really not something [only] virtual; I can literally feel objects under my finger using those audio tones you set.”

Our BLV participants also had success in completing interpretive tasks using A11yBoard. Following prior work [60], we divided our participants’ success in completing tasks into five gradations: (1) complete success; (2) partial success; (3) the participant thought they were successful, but they were not; (4) the participant quit or was unable to finish the task; and (5) the participant did not attempt the task. For example, a task was noted as a “partial success” when participants either completed the task with aid of a hint, or completed only part of the task successfully.

After undertaking the tasks, participants gave feedback on how A11yBoard could be improved. Below, we report participants’ suggestions in detail, in hopes they might inform not only A11yBoard’s future development, but the development of related systems as well.

7.2 Interpretive Task Outcomes

In this subsection, we report on the outcomes of participants’ interpretive tasks, including comparisons to commercial screen readers [60]. We also report on participants’ perceptions of task load and their suggestions for how to improve A11yBoard.

7.2.1 Task Performance. First, study participants completed most attempted tasks with some success (Figure 5). In fact, four tasks had 100% success. Specifically, using single-finger exploration with audio feedback was highly successful, as all participants were able to understand where they were on the canvas, where objects were on the canvas, and how big those objects were (task 2). P1 and P5 specifically mentioned that single-finger exploration was intuitive for understanding an object’s properties. For understanding more complex scenarios like two objects overlapping, participants also liked how consecutive audio sounds indicated object overlap (tasks 5, 7). Note that P7’s task 7 was marked as “did not attempt,” and P5’s was marked as having “partial success,” which was because P5 had difficulty in locating the stacked objects on the right side of the artboard until given a hint.

Second, using speech commands (see Section 4.2.2), all participants were able to request an overview of the artboard (task 1), followed by detailed object properties like positions, sizes, and colors (tasks 3, 4). However, in tasks 3 and 4, some participants (P2, P3, P8) were marked as having “partial success” because they had some difficulty entering the speech interaction mode via single-finger dwelling. Despite our improvements from preliminary testing, for some participants, it remained challenging to estimate how far their fingers were above the screen. Therefore, when their fingers landed on the screen, they slid a short distance. Although we iterated the A11yBoard implementation to tolerate such accidental sliding gestures, and indeed this helped, the issue was not completely resolved for these three participants who had greater-than-expected finger drift. Eventually, P2 and P3 managed to overcome this issue by placing the iPad Mini on their laps instead of on the desk, giving them better control. Similarly, P8 overcame the issue after drying his fingertip, successfully completing tasks 3 and 4. Nevertheless, tolerance for accidental gestures remains an important usability issue. The ability to set a personalized tolerance might be useful here.

Third, all participants also completed task 6 successfully using the two-finger flick gesture to discover nearby objects in a specific direction. They also used double-tap to access objects occluded beneath other objects (task 8). (Due to time limitations, one participant (P6) did not attempt to do task 8, but all who attempted it were successful.)

7.2.2 Comparing to Conventional Screen Readers. Because we based our tasks on those from prior work studying conventional screen
readers’ interpretations of commercial artboards [60], we can compare our task success rates to those. This is admittedly a coarse comparison, as the two studies were not identical. Nevertheless, our results showed that A11yBoard has great potential for improving the completion of interpretive tasks over conventional screen readers. For example, using a conventional screen reader, participants in prior work were only 25%, 58%, and 50% successful or partially successful at identifying an object’s color, width, and position on an artboard, respectively. Using A11yBoard, 100% of our participants successfully identified these properties of objects in similar tasks using both single-finger exploration and speech-based interactions. For determining objects’ relative positions (e.g., how objects are directionally situated around one another), only 36% of past participants were successful or partially successful. With A11yBoard, this understanding was easily achieved, and tasks 5 and 6 were 100% successful. In addition, unlike for multiple participants using conventional screen readers, with A11yBoard there were no “quit or was unable to finish” or “thought to be a success” outcomes for any session in our study. Importantly, because A11yBoard provided feedback for whether any operation was successful after being attempted, our participants never completed a task thinking they had been successful when they had not. This improvement alone represents a significant advance over artboard interaction with conventional screen readers.

7.2.3 Participants’ Feedback. Along with the task completion outcomes above, we captured participants’ feedback on A11yBoard and their suggestions for its improvement. Here we report on this feedback, grouped by features.

Reactions to single-finger exploration and split-tap selection. Seven of eight participants liked using the combination of single-finger exploration and split-tap selection. P6 thought that A11yBoard’s touch and gesture features had the potential to be used in other 2-D workspaces, like on maps, graphs, or diagrams. When exploring objects’ positions, P4’s strategy was to repeatedly use his finger to cross the four edges of an object’s bounding box multiple times, “feeling” the object’s dimensions on the canvas. Based on this strategy, P4 mentioned that they wished “the app could tell me which edge I am entering.” Meanwhile, P2 and P4 found an alternative to performing a one-handed split-tap for object selection, which was to use another hand’s finger to split-tap (see Figure 2b).

Reactions to audio feedback. Seven of eight participants liked the “step-up” and “step-down” audio sounds to indicate crossing into and out of an object. This design was also generally successful at informing participants when objects were overlapping. However, if the overlap was significant or occlusion was total, some confusion could arise. To this end, P4 mentioned, “it would be better if the audio pitch [grew] higher and higher as you step into overlapped objects.” We had not considered augmenting the simple audio “step-in” and “step-out” sounds with pitch to convey extra information.

Reactions to speech output. A11yBoard provides feedback in the form of speech output for most commands. For example, various commands elicit percentage or pixel values, color names or RGB values, text and font properties, compass direction names or degree values, and command confirmations. Six of eight participants appreciated the different speech output reports and found them informative. However, two of eight participants expressed that they thought the “exact” outputs (pixels, RGB values, font properties, and degree values) were sometimes hard to interpret. P3 took awhile to understand what bounding boxes and their corresponding four values for top, left, bottom, and right edges meant, and said such values were hard for people who are not “math focused.” After we explained further, P3 mentioned that they would prefer to have all values reported in centimeters or inches instead of pixels, which presents an opportunity for personalization. Along those lines, seven of eight participants mentioned that they would like a customization page to set their preferences, including the levels of detail for reporting objects, how to report distances or degrees, and similar. P1 said, “The text is at north-northeast. I love it! You know, this is one of the things that individuals should be able to set up, because I love the ‘north-northeast,’ that works for me, but for some people, they might prefer degrees. For me, I [would] have to think about degrees.”

7.3 Generative Task Outcomes

Below we report on the outcomes of participants’ generative tasks, including their task completion success and how participants’ performance with A11yBoard compared to that of conventional screen readers from prior work [60]. We also discuss participants’ suggestions for improving A11yBoard.

7.3.1 Task Performance. First, participants completed 47 of 49 attempted tasks with partial or total success (Figure 6). Two tasks (9, 11) had 100% success rates, which meant that all participants managed to use speech-based interactions to create objects. P7 said,
“it [creating an object] was perfect, a simple but powerful command, and I don’t need to remember anything else, unlike all the gestures.”

Second, after participants created a few objects on the artboard, we asked them to move a text box to the top-left corner as a title, and align with it a rectangle to serve as a paragraph (tasks 12, 13). Four of eight participants reported that moving and resizing were challenging, because these maneuvers require using a series of input and output modalities, including a speech command that requires additional parameters (e.g., “resize top-left”), followed by single-finger exploration and another speech command with more parameters (e.g., “align left to left”). Nevertheless, seven of eight participants were successful at moving tasks and six of eight participants were successful at resizing tasks. P8 was unable to finish the moving and resizing task because of a constant background noise in his preferred study location, which caused the speech recognition to fail. P5 declined to attempt the resizing task because he thought it was similar to moving and wanted to finish sooner. P3’s and P6’s moving and resizing tasks were marked as “partial success” because they asked researchers to help them locate artboard objects after becoming distracted.

Third, for using keyboard-based commands to change text, font, color, and perform other operations (tasks 10, 14, 15), all participants felt that the Universal Command Line was simple and straightforward. Two participants (P4 and P8) did not attempt to use keyboard commands due to study time limits.

### 7.3.2 Comparing to Conventional Screen Readers

We compared our generative task outcomes to similar tasks performed with conventional screen readers as reported in prior work [60]. With conventional screen readers, tasks related to creating, moving, and resizing shapes all had success rates under 50%. In contrast, with A11yBoard, almost all participants who attempted the tasks successfully created, moved, and resized objects. Changing text or shape color fared reasonably well in prior work (reported to be 60% and 45.5% respectively), but were 100% successful in A11yBoard due to its Universal Command Line interface.

### 7.3.3 Participants’ Feedback

Below we report on participants’ feedback and suggestions for improvement, grouped by feature.

**Reactions to creating objects.** Five of eight participants liked to use speech commands to create objects. However, some participants (P3, P4, P8) mentioned that besides speech commands, they would prefer to have gestures for creating objects. After completing the creation tasks, P4 thought that using a speech command to create an object was time-consuming, and sometimes he would prefer to “have something fast, personally.” P4 gave an example of using a rotor like in VoiceOver, where he can move two fingers as if he is turning a dial. Each rotor option represents an object type, and lifting a finger means choosing to create that object. Other participants expressed their preference for placing an object under their finger instead of at the center of the screen. P3 also proposed an idea of using a finger to draw a shape. For example, if a user performs a two-finger dwell, they could be prompted with a spoken prompt to draw their desired object with a finger on the screen.

P5 mentioned that he would like to use AI-generated design ideas to automatically create artboards, like slide templates. In this case, BLV users would only need to input text or images they want to put on an artboard, and let an AI “designer” produce an aesthetic slide. In such a scenario, an A11yBoard user could then interpret the AI designer’s slides and make changes if desired.

**Reactions to moving and resizing.** While some participants reported that moving and resizing were challenging (P6: “It takes a lot of training”), all participants appreciated A11yBoard’s design separating “initializing” and “finalizing” moving or resizing. P2 compared it with how Apple’s VoiceOver currently supports moving app icons on the main screen—first choose an app to move, and then “drop” the app at the destination. A11yBoard employs the same approach. Sighted designers can drag-and-drop objects to a desired place using visual confirmation, but for BLV users, it can be challenging to learn about all objects they encounter along an exploratory movement path. Therefore, the drag-and-drop style of moving and resizing increases users’ cognitive load. P4 also suggested optimizing the moving and resizing procedure by adding a double-tap at the end to “drop” the object at the destination.

P3 pointed out that although A11yBoard currently supports resizing and moving to align one object with another, it does not support aligning with another object with a gap between, like aligning a rectangle one inch below a text box. P3 suggested that we should combine A11yBoard’s speech and keyboard modalities to make this available. However, P3 also thought that it added to the complexity of existing interactions.

**Reactions to keyboard commands.** Although participants felt that using keyboard commands was straightforward, two participants reported that they would lose track of the object they selected after switching to keyboard input. After using the keyboard, they had to re-locate the object of interest. Therefore, they suggested that we add some navigational help to move the user’s reading...
finger toward the currently selected object. Access Overlays [35] employed a similar tactic by using speech output to guide a user’s finger to desired screen content.

### 7.4 Example User-Generated Artboard

Figure 7 shows an example of a user-generated artboard (P7). After P7 completed her generative tasks, she wanted to produce an artboard of her own. We gave P7 the instruction to put a title and a paragraph on the left side and align their left and right edges, and then draw any shape she preferred. P7 chose to draw a house by using a triangle and a rectangle. P7 first created a rectangle using the speech command “create rectangle,” and then moved it using the “move here” command. Then P7 created a triangle and resized it using the keyboard command “resize,” a keyboard command we added after our preliminary study sessions. Finally, P7 aligned the triangle and the rectangle using the “align” command.

![Accessible artboard](image)

**Figure 7:** An artboard created by P7 in her generative tasks. Note that the slightly cut-off “A” at the top-left corner occurred because P7 created a text box at the top-left corner, and as the box’s centroid was placed under P7’s finger by default, its top-left corner was placed outside of the canvas.

### 7.5 Subjective Workload Ratings

We used the NASA TLX questionnaire [26, 27] to collect perceived workload ratings for A11yBoard. The NASA TLX instrument asks participants to rate the workload of a task on six scales: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration. Each scale ranges from low (1) to high (20) except performance, which ranges from perfect (1) to failure (20). Thus, for all scales, lower is better and corresponds to less perceived workload. We also classified a workload score $x$ into four categories: low ($1 \leq x < 6$), somewhat low ($6 \leq x < 11$), somewhat high ($11 \leq x < 16$), and high ($16 \leq x \leq 20$). We asked participants to rate interpretive tasks (Figure 8) and generative tasks (Figure 9).

For interpretive tasks, our results indicate that A11yBoard required low mental ($M = 3.1, SD = 1.8$), physical ($M = 3.4, SD = 1.3$), and temporal ($M = 3.6, SD = 3.5$) demand, and has high perceived performance ($M = 3.4, SD = 1.3$), somewhat low effort ($M = 6.6, SD = 3.0$), and low frustration ($M = 2.6, SD = 1.9$).

![Box plots of NASA TLX perceived workload ratings for interpretive tasks](image)

**Figure 8:** Box plots of NASA TLX perceived workload ratings for interpretive tasks. Scales ranged from 1-20. On all scales, lower is better, corresponding to a lesser workload.

For generative tasks, our results indicate that A11yBoard required low mental ($M = 3.3, SD = 2.0$) and physical ($M = 3.8, SD = 0.9$) demand, and somewhat low temporal demand ($M = 7.0, SD = 4.3$). Results also indicate that A11yBoard had high perceived performance ($M = 4.3, SD = 1.7$), somewhat low effort ($M = 7.6, SD = 2.7$), and low frustration ($M = 3.4, SD = 2.3$).
Thus, A11yBoard’s workload ratings were all low or somewhat low, indicating workload was not a concern as it seemed to be with conventional screen readers [60].

8 DISCUSSION

In this section, we zoom out to offer a summary of results and feedback about A11yBoard from our user study participants. We also discuss A11yBoard’s limitations and avenues for future work in this research effort.

8.1 Summary of Results and Feedback

To summarize our results and feedback from the study, we first revisit the overall task success rates in comparison to prior work. We then talk about summarized benefits and participants’ suggestions for improving A11yBoard.

8.1.1 A11yBoard’s Task Success. Our eight participants had considerable success in accomplishing both interpretive and generative tasks with A11yBoard. For interpretive tasks, in all, participants attempted 62 tasks and had at least “partial success” with all of them. For generative tasks, in all, participants attempted 49 tasks and had at least “partial success” with 47 of them (96%). Both of these outcomes compare very favorably to prior work [60] showing how BLV participants struggled with artboards using conventional screen readers.

8.1.2 A11yBoard’s Benefits. From our post-session interviews, we provide a summary of A11yBoard’s benefits below. These benefits can also serve as design guidelines for future researchers to consider when designing accessible 2-D creative spaces.

Intuitive spatial reasoning. Participants liked the touch screen-based finger-reading experience for exploring their artboard canvas and its objects. The absolute mapping of the artboard from the laptop display to the iPAD Mini gave participants a directness of engagement that is currently missing when interacting with artboards only on a desktop or laptop computer. Also, our “step-up” and “step-down” sounds, simple as they were, provided quick spatial awareness of objects and their relationships, supporting efficient canvas exploration.

Multimodal access to objects’ properties and relationships. Participants also enjoyed the richness of A11yBoard’s multimodal interactions for accessing object information in a risk-free way. Specifically, participants felt a great deal of control with all modalities combined. The search-based Universal Command Line keyboard feature also allowed participants to perform other actions if desired. Finally, participants also liked how A11yBoard provided different levels of detail when describing objects.

Eyes-free object creation and editing. Beyond just accessing an existing artboard, participants could, for the most part, successfully create and edit an artboard of their own. They especially appreciated how we designed creation and editing features, keeping them separate from interpreting features such that the fear of “making a mistake” or “messing something up” while exploring was minimized. Multiple participants explicitly said that they saw the “good intention” behind A11yBoard in its design for BLV users based on their perspectives and input, avoiding overwhelming them with all the richness possible in an artboard’s 2-D information space.

8.1.3 Suggestions for Improvement. In the aforementioned study results, we reported some participants’ ideas for improving A11yBoard. Here, we summarize three higher-level possibilities for improving A11yBoard that were raised by participants. We also consider the summarized suggestions as part of design guidelines for future researchers to include when designing such tools.

Customization of reports. Most participants mentioned that they would like to have a “settings page” to be able to modify aspects of A11yBoard, such as units of measurement, verbosity of speech output, accidental “gesture” tolerance, and so on. Participants expressed a range of preferences for how objects’ properties should be reported and in how much detail. We agree that this flexibility is important for any accessible system, in keeping with principles of ability-based design [71, 72], and suggest that a high degree of personalization be upheld as a design guideline for A11yBoard and other accessible creativity tools.

Consider AI assistance. Participants mentioned several possibilities of using AI as an assistant for identifying shapes drawn by users and creating templated artboards from the beginning, at least for when artboards are used for presentations. We recognize that accessibility is a driving force for AI solutions, and applying AI in assistive technologies is a promising method for developing intelligent content creation tools for people with disabilities.

Deeper integration of modalities. Although A11yBoard is a multimodal multi-device interactive system, most features use a single modality (e.g., keyboard input) or combine two modalities in a simple way (e.g., touch and speech). Participants suggested that A11yBoard could potentially support richer interactions by integrating modalities together. For example, by combining touch (for exploration), gesture (for enabling speech interaction), speech (for voice commands), and keyboard (for inputting a specific number), A11yBoard could support complex moving and resizing to a specific place (e.g., one inch below another object). A tradeoff here is to keep any additional complexity at a minimum, allowing simple, if multiple, ways of accomplishing common tasks.

8.2 Limitations

As described in Section 4, A11yBoard is our heavily modified version of DrawerJS [61], an open-source drawing tool. Although DrawerJS provides most common artboard features for creating and editing objects, it is not a mature artboard tool like Microsoft PowerPoint or Google Slides. Therefore, it poses some significant limitations (e.g., it only supports limited shapes and text styles, and does not support some common keystrokes). Also, despite A11yBoard using a custom set of interactions that does not rely on existing screen readers, participants’ prior knowledge of screen readers might still affect their perceptions and expectations of any screen-reading tool.

Another limitation is that our user study tasks, although carefully adapted from prior work [60], could not fully capture the complexity of real-world creative educational and professional work. The nature of a lab study limits the generalizability of our A11yBoard evaluation. That said, as a first step in system development, iterative informal study sessions and a formal usability study are both appropriate; in the future, a field deployment supporting actual work practices would be enlightening. At this stage, our research focus...
was on perfecting our multimodal multi-device interactions, which were indeed useful and usable to participants, yet still with some room for improvement. These interactions might also be usable in other systems beyond A11yBoard. For example, rich formatted text documents containing images, tables, shapes, and charts might use our proposed interactions to make different visual elements accessible to BLV users.

8.3 Future Work
For a system with multimodal features, and an accessibility challenge as demanding and important as 2-D spaces, it is not surprising that there are multiple avenues for future work. In addition to addressing aforementioned limitations, there are strategic avenues for additional research in this space.

We plan to iterate upon A11yBoard and ultimately make it open source. Important additions to A11yBoard include making it customizable, as described above, and adding certain AI-assisted features, for example, for identifying and fitting shapes drawn by fingers. We also plan to create a self-guided tutorial to support users learning A11yBoard.

Beyond making these significant additions to A11yBoard, we plan to investigate whether and how A11yBoard might be made to work with existing technologies, including screen readers like VoiceOver, TalkBack, NVDA, and JAWS, and commercial slide-making tools like Microsoft PowerPoint, Google Slides, and Apple Keynote. Numerous technical limitations undoubtedly abound here, not the least of which is that extensions to these programs do not often give full programmatic access to artboard object information in these tools. Beyond creating application extensions, it is possible to work with designers and developers of these tools to incorporate some of A11yBoard’s capabilities and interactions directly.

Finally, future work in making other creativity tools accessible is inspiring to us, such as for paint canvases (i.e., pixel-based drawing tools), wireframing tools, storyboarding tools, animation tools, video editing tools, or audio editing tools, to name a few. Undoubtedly, myriad challenges exist in each of these domains, but many of the techniques we incorporated in A11yBoard might be applicable to these tools as well. For example, allowing users to explore a 2-D information space with their finger using a touch screen device whose contents are mirrored on a desktop or laptop display seems to be a promising multimodal multi-device design approach for non-visual spatial interactions.

9 Conclusion
We have presented A11yBoard, a multimodal multi-device system for making digital artboards accessible to blind and low-vision (BLV) users. Our dual focus has been in making artboards accessible both for interpretation and generation. A fundamental challenge for A11yBoard was in escaping the tendency for most screen readers to assume a linear 1-D “information stream,” instead enabling a way for BLV users to directly interact with a rich 2-D “information space.” To achieve this, A11yBoard employs multimodal interaction techniques across multiple devices. Specifically, A11yBoard combines touch, gesture, audio, and speech output, voice commands via speech recognition, and keyboard commands via search, all in an effort to support multiple command pathways and multiple levels of output detail. To ensure A11yBoard’s usability and usefulness, it was designed through iterative participatory sessions with BLV users.

To formally assess the performance of A11yBoard, we conducted task-based usability tests and participant interviews with eight BLV users. A11yBoard significantly increased the success rate of both interpretive and generative tasks compared to artboard interaction via conventional screen readers [60]. In general, participants felt that A11yBoard provided: (1) intuitive spatial reasoning about two-dimensional objects, (2) ready access to objects’ properties and relationships through multimodal interactions, and (3) eyes-free creating and editing of objects to establish their desired properties.

Going forward, it is our hope that A11yBoard can serve as a proof point showing how people with disabilities can be moved from mere consumers of content to creators of their own content. While it remains of utmost importance to ensure that content, products, and services are indeed accessible when used, we believe that a vital step is to empower all people to unleash their creative energies using accessible tools, limited only by their imaginations.
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